
WIGHT SQUIRREL PROJECT                                
The Isle of Wight red squirrel conservation group 

Spring 2021 newsletter    

Welcome to the spring 2021 newsletter.   

The bulletins kept us in touch with supporters through the trauma of 2020 and it was a good 

opportunity to change the time of year the annual newsletter came out.   I don't know yet if 

Wolverton Show, or any of  the other shows we usually attend, will happen.   If it's unlikely, 

then I'll send out a bulletin in the autumn.    

Facebook has been busy and Julia and Karena are organising a third online auction, running from March 

20th to April 8th.   So far  over £800 has been raised and this goes towards the large scale survey and 

genetics project beginning this spring.   Trail cameras are costly but better for the squirrels than using     

old-fashioned techniques such as trapping and radio collars.   

***** 

30 years of red squirrel work publication 

The publication has been an uphill struggle, not helped by unhappy computers that groaned under the 

work.   I write and design the work but volunteers can run maps, graphs and tables if they are sent the 

data, saving me a bit of time and pushing the work forward.   Also, some of the older reports are 

typewritten and the maps hand drawn, so typists Beth and Pat helped out here.  I must thank Sally, Ian, 

David, Rosie and Marina for help with turning many of the stats into graphs and maps.   That still leaves 

me with a lot to do as some maps can't be done by anyone else. 

I need to find out how to make the files small enough to download from the website without 

compromising quality.  There will be over 500 pages of A4, although sections and chapters, if they are split 

up, will be smaller and easier to manage but it's still too large.   Are any of you out there whizz kids who 

can point me in the right direction?   The website download will be pdf and free and the charity will not 

make a profit from sales if it is put into hard copy or Kindle.   

There are also 3 scientific papers, already written and accepted, that Wight Squirrel Project contributed to 

that are pending publication.  Look out for a link on the website over the next few months. 

***** 

Exciting new project working with Bournemouth University 

This project is taking the ongoing corridors survey and genetic study further.  There 

is a gap in the genetic study results because tissue samples are collected from dead 

squirrels, therefore samples come from areas where people visit or live the most.    

To obtain samples from live animals without capturing them, a tube with a sticky 

pad attached, is baited with food.  The squirrel leaves a hair sample behind when 

taking the food from the tube.   Long time volunteers Mike and Ann Evans are the 

first to have a trail camera and hair tube on their land.   The squirrel left a sample 

of hair straightaway—a  good start!                                                                                                                                 



Citizen Science results 

Citizen scientists were very good sending in reports last year and over 1500 sightings were recorded.  Your 

sightings, alive and dead, are analysed below. 

The map shows a good spread of sightings, including deaths. Where there are high numbers, over 50, is 

where one or two people have sent in detailed daily sightings.  The sightings that appear to be in the sea 

were reports from land but the grid ref covered land and sea.  QGIS puts the dot in the middle of the 1km 

square.  Thank you Marina Rupp MA for producing the map. 

Statistics for Peter's garden near Newchurch 
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Thank you to Sally for producing the graphs from the daily data Peter Dugher sent in.  There are more 

graphs and they will be part of the large publication available online shortly.  The patterns are typical in 

their timings.  Squirrel visits peaked in late summer and dropped in the autumn.  The busiest time to feed 

is 8am, again as you would expect. 

 

 

Tree felling and planning applications 

These are ongoing problems, particularly when an ancient woodland is involved.  Wight Squirrel Project 

does not have any authority to act but will point you in the right direction to those who do.  Details of 

who to contact will go onto the website in due course. 



Graph showing reported monthly road kills.  Table showing cause of death 2020 

Please send in sightings by email, phone, post, via the online form or download the Epicollect 5 app. It's 

really easy to report a sighting BUT without a grid reference or postcode, entries may not be counted.  

Putting 'the bottom of my garden' without a postcode isn't that uncommon!   Equally, just 'Ryde' is not 

enough to get an accurate grid reference.    

The number of squirrels reported as sick or injured  and not captured for treatment was 20.  These eluded 

capture by the people who reported them.   We very rarely go out ourselves to try and catch a sick 

squirrel anymore as 99% of the time the squirrel has gone by the time we get there.   

Three young squirrels fell from the nest and sadly had to be euthanized due to the severity of their 

injuries.  A mother squirrel, nesting in a garden, was  witnessed by horrified residents biting 2 babies.   The 

people picked up the babies and gave them to me.  They were still alive but had lost too much blood to 

save.  The mother was killing them, not eating them.  Two other babies were seen with the same mother, 

so perhaps she didn't have enough milk or realised the two babies were not thriving.   They are in the 

table below under 'natural causes'.  

Sometimes kittens are brought in after the mother is witnessed  dropping baby from the nest deliberately.   

We try to raise them but they die and a post mortem examination reveals a congenital defect—mother 

knows best!   Isle of Wight squirrels are doing well overall but, as in any species, there are always some 

young that will not thrive.  Kittens were reported from most areas and squirrel sightings stretched into 

new territory.  One intrepid squirrel was spotted by a vet in Atherfield—the seaward end.  This is certainly 

unusual.       

Ryde Cemetery has some very nice trees, including pine, although it certainly cannot be described as a 

woodland.  I saw a squirrel in there twice in 2020 and freshly nibbled cones were found on most visits.   

Adjoining gardens supplement the diet of fircones, thanks to generous residents.   For the first time 2 

squirrels were killed in Pellhurst Road (entrance to the cemetery), one at the top of the road and the other 

at the bottom.  The graph below shows due to fewer cars on the road during the first lockdown, road kills 

were lower than usual in April.    Nuts ripen in August, so travelling decreases as squirrels are busy in the 

Cause of death Number 

Road kill 110 

Cat kill 5 

Natural causes 14 

Falls 3 

Unknown 7 

 139 
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Red squirrels contract a wide variety of diseases, some unique to them but others they share with humans 

and other animals.  Cats for example pass on toxoplasmosis, this is widespread across the island.  

Staphylococcus  aureus is thought to pass between humans and squirrels, so please wash your hands 

before putting food into the feeders and after cleaning the feeder, for your sake.  It is not kind to a wild 

animal to try and tame it by hand feeding, so please put the squirrel's welfare first and don't do this.   

Squirrels we have in to treat receive minimal handling and it is their choice if the kittens want to play with  

their surrogate 'mum'.    



Wight Squirrel Project details:   

Project Manager:  Helen Butler MBE BSc 

Tel No:  01983 611003 

Email:  wightsquirrels@hotmail.com 

Website:  www.wightsquirrels.co.uk 

Facebook:  @wightsquirrels 

Sightings may be submitted by email, phone or go to the website and use 

the online form.  There is an Epicollect 5 app, details are also on the website 

Shop display  

At the moment we still have a shop display in Newport High Street.  Due 

to lockdown, Tufty was Father Christmas long past the 12 days of 

Christmas.  He made a New Year resolution to do better for the rest of 

2021!!   If you are in Newport, do look in the window of 61 High Street.   

Carolyn Ferguson is current holder of the volunteer trophy 

Carolyn Ferguson is the trophy holder for June 2020—June 2021.  Carolyn has 

been helping with fundraising and shows  for the last 10 years.   She is very 

reliable and competent, a must when you are organising events and going to 

shows.   

Thank you Carolyn! 

 

Quarr hide 

Due to Covid 19 the hide is closed until restrictions are lifted enough to allow one person, or family, at a 

time to visit.  So nobody turns up to find the hide occupied, we are introducing a booking system.  To stay 

in line with the landowner agreement, the hide is for paid up 'Friends of the Red Squirrel' or active, signed 

on, volunteers. 

Calendar 

Topic this year is focusing on colour variation in our red squirrels.  It's nothing 

to do with age or gender, just genetic variation.  For example, some squirrels 

are greyish in colour, whilst others have several colours in their tail .  The 

example picture is too poor quality to use—it's pre-digital. If you have a very 

sharp, landscape format, high resolution photo of a squirrel with an unusual 

pelage colour, please email it to wightsquirrels@hotmail.com.   

 

 

 

 


